Introduction
Recently, T. Katrinak [5] showed that the two, three and four element chains are the only subdirect irreducible double Stone algebras and the lattice of equational subclasses of the equational class of all double Stone algebras forms a four element chain. R. Beazer [1] characterized the simple distributive double p-algebras. This paper is concerned with some other subdirectly irreducible distributive double p-algebras and with equational classes generated by these algebras. As corollary, the lattice of some equational classes of regular distributive double p-algebras is presented.
Preliminaries
A universal algebra < L; V, A,*, 0, 1 > of type <2, 2, 1, 0, is called a p-algebra iff <L; V , A , 0, 1 > is a bounded lattice such that for every a £ L the element a*e I jL is the pseudocomplement of a, i.e. x ^ a iff a A x = 0. A universal algebra <L; V,A,*, + , 0, 1> is called a dp-algebra (double p-algebra) iff V, A,*, 0, 1 > is a p-algebra ana <Cl; V, A, 0, 1 > is a dual p-algebra (x > a + iff x V a = 1). A distributive dp-algebra is called a ddp-algebra. A distributive p-algebra (dual p-algebra) is called a F n~a lgebra (F^-algebra) iff L satisfies the identity (xyV.. .Ax Q )*V (X*AX 2 A. . .AX q )*V. .. V(x 1 A ... Ax*)* = 1 (P*)
A ¿dp-algebra which satisfies the identities P* and Pi is ^ . n j$. called a P^P^-algebra. A universal algebra < Lj V, A, *,0,1> of type <2, 2, 2, 0, 0> is called a Heyting algebra iff <L; V,A, 0, 1> is a bounded lattice such that for all a,beL the element a^b € L is the relative pseudocomplement, i.e. x < a^b iff aAi ^ b. Analogously we define a dual Heyting algebra <L;V ,A, 0, 1 >. It is known that a Heyting algebra is always distributive. An algebra <L;V»A,*, 0, 1> is called a dH-algebra (double Heyting algebra) iff L is a Heyting algebra and a dual Heyting algebra as well. A dH-algebra is a dp-algebra.
If in any p-algebra L we write B (L) = •[ x e L; x = x**} then ,A f , 0, 1) is a Boolean algebra when a b is defi-ccl to be (a^Ab*)*. Dually, if in any dual p-algebra L, we write B
0, 1> is a Boolean algebra when anb is defined to be (a
[2~\ Let L be a distributive p-algebra. Then the following conditions are equivalent:
(1) L is a P*-algebra. ' For any class of (similar) algebras, let 7fi be the smallest equational class that contains % . Let H(3i), S(3(), P(3(), P g (.#), P u (^) be the classes consisting, respectively, of all homomorphic imagis, subalgebras, direct products, subdirect products and ultraproducts of members of di . It is known (see [j] ) that = HSPOO = HP 0 (3C) = P HSP n (#).
Of prime importance for this paper is the known Lemma of ¿'onsson and corollaries from this Lemma (see [3] ). Lemma 2.
[3l If JK. is a class of algebras and for all AeCK, the lattice of all congruences relations on A is distributive, then every subdirectly irreducible algebra in the equational class 3i e belongs to HSP"(Ji). Let L be a ddp-algebra. Since the lattice of dp-algebra congruences on L is a sublattice of the lattice of lattice congruences on L, it is distributive. Hence, we can use the Lemma 2 and corollaries from this Lemma for this algebra.
3. Subdirectly irreducible ddp-algebras For Boolean algebras A, B with smallest elements 0, s and units e, 1, respectively, set A@ B = AUB and let x < s for all xfcA. Similarly, set AS B = AUB and i let x < s for all x eA and x ^ e and let e = s. Moreover, let Bj j denote the lattice isomorphic to " i i denote the lattice isomorphic to 2 g Note that is isomorphic to B^ and is isomorphic to B^.
Again, for -x 8 A © 3 (or A Q B) [O]0 = {0} and similarly, [1]0 ={1}. Therefore, if x,yeA then x = y(0) iff x = y. Analogously, if x,yeB then x = y(0) iff x = y. Hence, if e = s then L is simple. If e ^ s then © is the nontrivial congruence which identifies e and s and 0 is the unique nontrivial congruence on L.
The property "Algebra L belongs to the class iP " can be expressed in the first order language. Therefore every algebra belonging to the class ^(«P) is isomorphic to A © B for some Boolean algebras A and B and by Lemma 2 every subdirectly irreducible ddp-algebra from the class (P^ is isomorphic to A © B or A @ B for some Boolean algebras A and B. Theorem 4. A p£,p^-algebra from the class is subdirectly irreducible iff it is isomorphic to a subalgebra A P*,P*-algebra from the class is subdirectly irreducible iff it is isomorphic to a subalgebra of B^. Corollary 6. A ddp-algebra from the class , in which the identity P^f(Pt) holds is subdirectly irredu-" i cible iff it is isomorphic to a subalgebra of 2 © A or In particulary, a double P^-algebra (P^-algebra) from the class 3> w is subdirectly irreducible iff it is isomorphic to a subalgebra of 2 © A (A ©2) for some Boolean algebra A.
-597 - and C) The lattice L iw (i = 1,2,...) of all equational subclasses X of <J} W satisfying the condition «K £ ^^icoiw isomorphic to the lattice on the Fig.3 (for k=u). This statement can be proved in a similar way as A), because the lattice of all equational subclasses of satisfying the condition di J5 i(jir for r = 1,2,..., to is isomorphic to the chain " This is easy to see from Cor. 4.1 in [3] , because
We also got in the proof of the Lemma 7 following corollaries* Corollary 8. All equational classes of P*«^--algebras from the class 3J W form the lattice on the Pig.3.
In particulary, all equational classes of P^,P*-algebras from the class 33 w form the following chain Let P w denote the lattice of all equational subclasses 3t of '^"such that B o o S * £ ^o^oo = H S P ( t A 0 2 » AeR Q |)). The lattice can be constructed in a similar way as the lattice on the Fig.5 . Corollary 13. Every equational subclass of iPy is an element of the lattice P^ for some i = 1,2,... ;oi.
Regular equational subclasses of
An algebra L is said to be regular if any two congruences 7iith a class in common are equal. An equational -601 -class, in which every algebra is regular, is said to be regular.
Varlet [7] showed that a dp-algebra is regular iff it satisfies the following condition x* = y* and x + = y + imply x = y.
It is easy to see that every subalgebra of A g] B, where A and B are Boolean algebras, satisfies the condition (M) aad hence every subairect product of these algebras satisfies (M) too. therefore, we have. Corollary 14. The class 3 0 "= HGP({A H B; A,BeB Q }) is the equational class of alF"regular algebras from the class . Corollary 15. All equational classes of regular algebras from the class form the lattice on the Fig,7 . Lemma 16. [4] ©very regular dp-algebra is a dH-algebra.
Corollary 17. Every algebra in the class 00 is a dH-algebra. Moreover, each equational subclass of Ji^oo is the equational clas3 of dH-algebras. Proof.
Since every dH-algebra is a dp-algebra and each congruence relation of the regular dp-algebra L is a congruence of the dH-algebra L (see [4-]) , we obtain the desired conclusion.
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